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RITING IN  this column a year ago, I

commented on two positive things which had

emerged from the 2021 Cheltenham Festival.

The first of these was the performance of Rachael

Blackmore, winner of the Ruby Walsh Trophy for the

Leading Jockey at the festival, whose six winners at the

meeting were crowned by her landmark success in the

Champion Hurdle on the remarkable Honeysuckle.

Since then, Blackmore has continued on a trajectory

which looks like establishing her as a major star of the sport

worldwide. In April 2021, she became the first woman to

ride the winner of the Grand National when partnering

Minella Times to a historic victory. These trailblazing

achievements led to her being awarded the RTE Sports

Person of the Year Award, and, more remarkably, the BBC

Sports Personality World Sport Star of the Year title. 

How would she fare at this year’s Festival, one

wondered, with increased media attention, and thus

pressure, upon her? For me, her performance in riding three

winners, including Honeysuckle in the Champion Hurdle

and A Plus Tard in the Cheltenham Gold Cup, provided the

highlights of the week; her ride on A Plus Tard, in

particular, was remarkable. Daring to employ different

tactics, and content to sit and suffer behind a wall of horses,

she chose just the right moment to ask her mount for his

effort, and the sight of A Plus Tard surging clear on the run-

in was a joyous one. Of course, it was of huge significance,

as Rachael became the first woman to ride the winner of the

Gold Cup.

It has been said many times before, but the emergence of

Blackmore as a major figure within the sport is a huge

bonus for racing. Her self-effacing modesty is as much a

constant as is her natural ability to get the best out of the

horses she rides. There is no doubt that she has already

brought many new followers to the sport, and let’s hope she

continues to do so in the years ahead.
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HE SECOND ‘positive’ aspect of last year’s

Festival about which I wrote last April were

comments made by Ruby Walsh during ITV’s

coverage of the Festival. Quizzed about the dominance of

Irish-trained horses over the home contingent during the

meeting, Walsh pointed out, in simple terms, that better

prize-money in Ireland has played a huge part in swinging

the balance in favour of Irish trainers.

There is no doubt that owners of National Hunt horses

have been increasingly tempted to have horses in training in

Ireland, and the leading trainers there have clearly

benefitted from their custom.

Sadly, Ruby’s comments have not yet sparked any

significant movement on prize-money on this side of the

Irish Sea and it remains vital, if Britain is to retain its

credibility as a major racing nation and not just a nursery

for talent to be exported overseas, that the position is

addressed without further delay.
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TICKING WITH the Cheltenham theme, I was

interested in Peter Scargill’s comments on the

Festival (Racing Post, March 22) and especially his

views on the ITV coverage. 

While noting the excellent viewing figures, which he

seems to have interpreted as a measure of the ‘relevance’ of

racing, he bemoans their coverage of the betting aspects of

the meeting. ‘I am not sure how much ITV’s coverage of

the betting ring really brought to the party,’ he ponders. ‘It

mostly seemed to consist of people shouting loudly in a

pantomime way rather than anything particularly useful,’ he

added.

I have to agree with him in that respect and it is a pity, as

some aspects of ITV’s coverage were masterful. In

particular, it was a joy to listen to the thoughts and insights

of the three former jockeys, Mick Fitzgerald, Sir Anthony

McCoy and especially Ruby Walsh, both prior to races and

in expertly analysing them after the event.

Their measured and knowledgeable contributions

contrasted sharply with the sheer noise and randomness of

the betting segments and the vox-pops asking racegoers to

shout out their ideas of the next winner.

Regular readers of the Klarion will be aware of my long-

standing antipathy towards the focus on betting in televised

racing so, by way of balance, it would be great if some of

our readers could tell us what they think by writing to

Kingsley Kickback. It would be interesting to see if

Scargill’s views find broad support. 
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S SOMEONE who is constantly banging the drum

for racecourses to offer a fairer deal to horsemen on

prize-money, it would be remiss of me not to

comment positively on the decision by Hamilton Park to

increase their prize-money in 2022 to more than £1.6m, with

every race to be run for at least £2,000 above BHA minimum

values.

New managing director Ashley Moon is to be

congratulated for this positive approach, especially as the

Scottish racecourses were badly hit by the Scottish

Government’s Covid 19 restrictions, and I’m particularly

delighted to note that the historic Lanark Silver Bell is to

become the first £100,000 race to be run at the Lanarkshire

track.

Here’s hoping Hamilton are not alone in taking a step

forward on prize-money.
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